
 
 

 
 

Options for possible mutually beneficial cooperation on the franchised sales 

system "BAIKAL": 

1st stage: 

The initial stage presumes providing the opportunity to conduct a trial period on 

equal terms with the assortment of goods of Baikal theme and the TV channel «Tvoyi 

Novye Tovary» (Your New Goods) for reaching the previously coordinated with the TV-

Production sales approximately of 300 to 500 million rubles. 

You are suggested to test, at your discretion, a) all sales resources available, b) 

selectively. 

Based on the results of achieving the necessary sales volume, it is possible to study 

the following stages. 

2nd stage: 

With a general interest confirmed and the sales of 300 to 500 million rubles reached, 

we negotiate providing us an equivalent of 12 hours of the most top-rated air time, or not 

top-rated in its financial equivalent, for advertising during one calendar year, from 

January to January, from March to March, etc. With this advertising budget, the forecast 

of yearly sales of the assortment must be not less than 5 billion rubles or more. (1 min=X 

mil rub, i.e. × 60 min × 12 hours = X × 60 ×12 = ? mil rub)  

The agreement on a single shelf price, as a variant of an energetic drink "TURBO 

FIZRUK" («TURBO COACH») for the effective marketing maintenance is desirable. 

The Star of TV Production of the Russian Federation recommends that you go to 

(your retail)"« BAIKAL» for so many rubles (buy). 

 Another marketing support is possible, from hidden advertising to individual 

advertising, with a mention of the price, which is acceptable only with 100% single price 

that guarantees to minimize negative, presentation risks to the TV channel. 

3rd stage: 

With positive dynamics, it is planned to discuss, work out, prepare, and realize the 

possibility of launching a franchise with a sales partner, as an option + « BAIKAL». 

 

 



 
 

 
 

4th stage: 

The system of partner equity participation in the project + « BAIKAL» is being 

settled: 

№ 1 – Partner in Sales; 

№ 2 – TV channel 

№ 3 – Third partner (so far, the information is strictly confidential) 

№ 4 – OOO Baikal and other partners on the Baikal theme project. 

5th stage: 

We choose a testing territory and do a run-in to the maximum efficiency of the 

project franchise.  

The basic tasks concerning strategies and recommendations for the project 

participants №2, №3, №4 are to strenghthen and increase the market share; to increase the 

brand recognition of the project and sales volume, while maximizing the profitability of 

the sales partner. 

6th stage: 

Based on the positive dynamics of the above stages, it is proposed to work out a 

possible business scheme for long-term mutually beneficial cooperation on the  

« BAIKAL» theme franchise project or other mutually beneficial cooperation assigning 

responsibility areas for each of the project parties. 


